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mormonism and islam through the eyes
of a universal historian55
historian
55

james K lyon

in 1912 the internationally known german historian eduard meyer
published a book that ranked as a curiosity among his writings to that
point in it this remarkably prolific scholar who in the previous thirty
years had published a monumental five volume history of the ancient
world and 274 other books treatises and articles 1 explored two topics that
were so alien to the mainstream of his previous work that it baffled his
learned peers those topics were mormonism and islam entitled
ursprung und geschichte der mormonen
ilber dle
die
Mor monen mitexkursen
mit Ex kursen fiber
dieanfdnge des
anfdnge
mormons
Mormons with
isldms
tums the origin and history of the cormons
islams
christentums
islami und des Christen
excurses on the beginnings of islam and christianity 2 it remains a curiosity even today besides being generally inaccessible it is available only in a
single limited edition english translation produced in 19613 almost
nothing is known by most people today about its author and contents
who was eduard meyer and what prompted him to examine a nineteenth
mideastern
eastern one both of
century american religion and a seventh century Mid
which were chronologically far removed from his historical writings about
the ancient world

eduard meyer the man and his work
born in 1855 in hamburg germany meyer was a prodigy 4 at five he was
composing poetry in german at six he could write latin at twelve he
Erm ordung ofsars
cdsars
oisars by
authored a five act tragedy entitled brutus oder die ermordung
age seventeen he had completed the elite johanneum
Johan neum preparatory school
where his father was a professor and had begun studying at the university
of bonn disappointed with his professors there he abandoned classical
philology and went to the university of leipzig where he turned his attention
Orienta listik the rough equivalent of what we today call near
to the field of orientalistik
eastern studies which included egyptology sanskrit hebrew and the
ancient language and history of egypt palestine and surrounding cultures
A polyglot meyer displayed a remarkable gift for learning language As
a boy he had acquired a solid grounding in latin greek and hebrew at
the johnanneum
Johnan neum where he also began studying english and arabic at the
university of leipzig he devoted his energies almost exclusively to further
language learning of the forty courses he took in five semesters thirty five
BYU studies 40 no 4 2001
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dealt with philology or direct work in a foreign tongue besides continuing
his studies of arabic he immersed himself in learning sanskrit egyptian
syrian persian and turkish following the custom of the day meyer
learned these languages by studying original documents it was probably
here that he first read the qur
aur an in arabic his ability to read languages
established the basis for his career as a historian and later earned him the
reputation of a universalhistoriker the german term for a historian who
studies a multiplicity of cultures his prodigious intellect allowed him to
finish a doctorate degree in 1875 at age twenty with the grade ofsumma
of summa cum
laude a distinction rare in german universities with a dissertation on
the egyptian god set typhon
for the following two years meyer worked as a private tutor for the
children of sir francis philip the british ambassador to constantinople
where he experienced muslim culture firsthand observed history in the
making in these crucial years during the disintegration of the osmanic
cosmanic
empire and learned to read write and speak english fluently after sir
philips unexpected death in 1876 meyer moved with the family to
england his yearning to return to uncivilized constantinople is an early
mirror of the ambiguity he felt toward islamic culture while in england
he paid special attention to english religious and political life before finally
going back to germany for the so called voluntary actually obligatory
year of military service which he completed in september 1878 during
that year and the months immediately following he wrote and submitted
to the university of leipzig his habilitation the magnum opus that was
expected to surpass the doctoral dissertation in scope and quality and
was required of all scholars planning to enter the academic world in 1879
at the remarkably young age of twenty four this habilitationsschrift was
accepted and he began a career as a historian teaching first at the universities
of breslau and halle he soon established himself as the ranking historian of
ofantiquity
antiquity in germany based in part on his five volume history of antiquity
written between 1884 and 1902 in 1902 he received a call to teach at the
most prestigious center of historical studies in germany and arguably in
all the world at the time the friedrich wilhelm university of berlin

trips to america and expanded awareness of the mormon
olf religion
oif
Morm
in an 1877 letter to his mother the twenty two year old
oid meyer
observed that for one who is interested in ancient history as he was america must not be dismissed just think of the great remarkable religious
1155
mormons
movements eg the cormons
Mor mons 315
in subsequent years there is as far as we
know never a hint that he knew or thought about them again but in
march 1904 at the invitation of the university of chicago he made his first
trip to america where he lectured at cornell the university of chicago
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol40/iss4/15
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berkeley princeton harvard yale and columbia in that order during
this time the university of chicago awarded him an honorary doctorate of
law and when harvard duplicated the honor in 1909 their laudatio
laudadio
laud atio noted
that as a classical historian meyer was unsurpassed by any living man 766
in brief he was an international star when he first came to the united states
america fascinated meyer he took every opportunity during this and
his subsequent trip in 1909 10
lo to explore its far reaches while traveling
from illinois to california for his lecture at berkeley he stopped in salt
lake city probably march 28 1904 for a one day visit where he
claims 1 I received a number of though not entirely adequate direct
impressions of mormonism 7 when he returned in september 1909 for a
semester as a visiting professor at harvard he immediately started collecting
books articles and bibliographical references and read extensively about
cormons
the mormons
Mor mons the topic quickly moved onto his research agenda and it
seems probable that among his many public lectures and paper presentations
during this semester at harvard the american historical association
yale bryn mawr and the university of pennsylvania he began to lecture
cormons
on the mormons
Mormons on january 12 1910
iglo david G lyon of the harvard
semitic museum wrote a letter that suggests meyer had already spoken on
cormons in some public forum for the writer obviously considers
the mormons
him to be very knowledgeable this is to introduce you to dr H H
haynes who wishes to ask you some questions about mormonism 1I hope
you can give him an interview 8
meyer who had not written on islam at any length in his earlier works
it did not fit into his field of ancient history and would not write a book
on islam until some years later nevertheless knew enough about it that his
readings on mormonism led him to discover what he thought were analogies his term between this american religion and islam soon he began
to go public with them his first documented lecture on this topic delivered at cornell university sometime between february 8 and 10
iglo
lo
1910 had
101910
an english title
origin and development of mormonism compared
fore shadows his 1912 book his ten
with the beginning of islam that foreshadows
page english language text with two additional pages of citations has
been preserved among his papers as have extensive other notes and bibliographic references on the topic all in meyer s almost microscopic handwriting 9 scholars often use lectures to launch a trial balloon for new ideas
which is what meyer seemed to be doing so he possibly repeated this lecture or a variation of it elsewhere in the united states he gave well over
two dozen more lectures at eleven more american universities before
returning to germany in late april 10 but two more years elapsed before he
turned again to the topic and finally completed his manuscript which
11
appeared in print before the end of
ofi9i2
1912
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meyers approach to mormonism and islam
qualifications and limitations
despite his brilliant mind encyclopedic knowledge and undisputed
contributions to the field of ancient history meyer like every historian
had his limitations A 1966 volume issued by the university of berlin to
commemorate its past rectors a position meyer held from 1919 to 1920
lauds his universal breadth of knowledge but tactfully observes that his
extreme conservatism and his unscientific theories cyclical theories theories of race have diminished the value of his extensive historical writings
more recent research has justifiably criticized many specific conclusions of
his history of antiquity and other works 12 in perhaps none of his writings
did his limitations become as problematic as in his 1912 study of mormonism and islam which one scholar rightfully calls a foreign body
Fremdkorper in his overall scholarly production 13
fremdkdrper
fremdkorper
A marked product of his times meyers Eurocentric
eurocentric thought reflects a
cultural arrogance typical of scholarship in imperial germany at the end of
the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth century educated in an
intellectual tradition that saw the germans as the only legitimate cultural
heirs of the greeks 14 he continually returned in his writings to greek civiliza tion as the apex of human achievement in the ancient world whether
lization
in religion art philosophy or architecture greece was superior to any
ancient culture logically then non greek cultures though still of considerable interest for him were repeatedly measured against greece and
found to be inferior in none of his writings did this cultural superiority
complex cause more problems of methodology and ideology than in his
writings about mormonism and islam
methodological problem at least one methodological problem arises
from meyers common practice of using analogy or parallel features to
describe and compare societies 15 historians and thinkers today realize that
11

it is possible to prove almost anything by analogy for an analogy can be
used as a blunt instrument if one is determined to make objects similar
but what seem to be analogies or parallels are usually far too complex to
endure more than superficial scrutiny As one observer has noted few
different objects or ideas are essentially the same to more than a superficial
observer or thinker 16 indeed meyer s treatise on mormonism and islam
has been criticized precisely for its superficiality 17
ideological problems meyer s approach to mormonism and islam
poses another problem he subscribed to the neo kantian notion that
history deals with the particular rather than the universal 18 but in using
mormonism as a comparative basis for an examination of islam which was
his announced goal he contradicted that premise in effect he tried to
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argue that joseph smith and mormonism had common traits and in many
ways duplicated some features of islam or vice versa here it seems he was
asserting at least implicitly that some universals connected these two reli
gions and their leaders
another ideological impediment to a balanced assessment of joseph
smith and muhammad has to do with meyers rejection of hegels
hecels notion
of world historical individuals as the moving force in history though he
recognized that such great men had existed he felt that taken together
the free will of individuals in a society and the battle of ideas this inevitably
socie tys public and private institutions and the
caused the force of any societys
role of chance were far more significant in determining the course of history than any individuals thoughts experiences or actions in his intromormons
Mormons he repeats this well known
duction to origin and history of the cormons
position as it relates to joseph smith
in all ages there have been inspired persons of the type of joseph smith
occasionally they
thousands of them among all peoples and religions
generate extensive lasting results which in a few cases can be world
but as in all historical life this position
historical and last for millennia
is based only in part on their unique traits they might surpass all others in
individual worth
but more decisive are the historical impulses at work
in an epoch how they these men seize or resist these and how they caught
are able to achieve their own goals and channel these
up in this conflict
currents in a certain direction 199

not only did meyer not want to

see joseph smith or muhammad as

world historical individuals but he consciously attempted to denigrate
oid he labeled muhammad a fanatic and
them As a twenty one year old
1120
20
schwdrmer und schwindler and in 1912 he applied similar
ein schwermer
swindler 3020
labels to joseph smith whom he categorized among mentally ill enthusivision aries and dreamers and seers and miracle workastic mystics visionaries
ers 21 he belittles both men neither joseph smith nor muhammad were
towering personalities one would hardly place them in the line of the
great figures among the old testament prophets or with zoroaster or
1122
22
with countless similar christian or buddhist saints 3122
in a footnote he
nevertheless asserts that muhammad stands much higher than joseph
smith as we shall see to say nothing of zoroaster or perhaps mani or
21
but this note does not mitigate his unrelenting derision of both
bab 23
men and of their religious experiences although he ranks these men as less
significant than the old testament prophets he does not have much regard
for those earlier prophets either for most of the old testament prophets
he has the same outlook as he has for joseph smith whom he sees as a
man of honest conviction mingled with self delusion and outspoken
jeremiahs
deceit he dismisses them too as delusionists jeremiahh
hs prophetic
Jeremia
11

11
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utterances are simply a pretext and ezekiel is in reality no prophet at all
but one who assumes this mask for his theological speculations 24
part of this dismissive pattern probably arose from meyer s own negative view of religion generally except for greek religions though raised a
lutheran his antitheological enlightened stance left him little sympathy
for christianity or islam in the 1912 treatise jesus is not only not the son of
god but according to meyer he was also not a prophet and certainly not
the founder of a church 22151 meyer further speaks of modern judaism and the
1126
26 As
parsi religion and of course mormonism as sects 3326
seen above he
demeans old testament prophets by classifying them generally as persons
lacking any sense of the boundary between the physical and spiritual world
and consequently of truth and reality in the sense that it is present in
normal humans for some he believes this lack can develop into con0327
1127
27
scious fraud 3327
in short his approach to mormonism and islam was
void of the detached unbiased stance that one might hope for in a
world class historian
problematic research practices A final limitation that makes meyer s
treatise problematic is his lack of access to reliable primary and secondary
cormons and his failure to gain access to materials
source material on the mormons
that were readily available acknowledging that he relied primarily on the
holdings of the harvard library and the collection of anti mormon literature at the university of wisconsin by A T schroeder an opponent of the
1128
28 meyer
mormons
cormons
Mor mons 3128
regretted being unable to look at new york public
library s collection of mormon historical documents the largest of its
kind in the united states at that time he also admitted that he was unable
to make firsthand acquaintance with a number of important primary
documents such as brigham youngs sermons lucy mack smiths
smitis book on
her son and church newspapers all of which he knew only through
excerpts found in other works though he studied the doctrine and
covenants thoroughly he confessed he had not been able to read the complete book ofmormon
of mormon nevertheless he comes to the surprising conclusion
that 1 I believe to be sufficiently well informed about the most important
29
facts to be allowed to risk an independent treatment of the subject 1129
to some extent meyer might be excused for this breathtakingly desultory approach to primary and secondary sources B H roberts s documentary history of the church for example would not appear until nearly
five decades later on the other hand roberts s series of essays later pubjesus christ oflatter
lished as A comprehensive history of the church ofjesus
of lesus
of latter day
saints had already begun to appear in 1909 in monthly installments in the
american historical society s periodical americana and any serious
scholar of mormonism could have consulted this respected journal
it seems that meyer s own biases intruded so conspicuously in his
choice of material that he was uninterested in presenting a balanced picture
11
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cormons had produced a conby his own admission he granted that the mormons
sid
siderable
erable amount of literature about themselves but his unabashed prejudice against all material written by them or writers friendly to the
mormons
cormons is evident when he admits to only superficial familiarity with
edward W tullidge s history of salt lake city 1886 and orson FE whit
neys three volume history of utah 1892 1904 after praising the rich collection of materials he found in Ban
bancrofts
crofts history of utah he discounts it
too and warns that it should be used with caution in a statement reflective
mormons
of his general bias against any favorable portrayal of the cormons
Mormons he dismisses Ban
crofts opus by noting that under the guise of impartiality it
bancrofts
gives a slanted thoroughly one sided portrayal of mormon history in
30
favor
favor30
their gavor
he goes on to lament his lack of access to E D howes mormonism unveiled 1834 but stresses the importance of the apostate john
hydes mormonism its leaders and designs 1857 and john D lees the
mormon menace 1905 for his own work
As his most important sources meyer lists W A linn the story of the
mormons
cormons 1902 and 1I W riley the founder ofmormonism
of mormonism A psychologijoseph smith 1903 though meyer asserts that linn attempts
cal study of ofjoseph
to take an impartial historical stance in his view linn fails to represent the
mormon position from the mormon perspective and therefore judges
them as any patriotic american would that is negatively a curious judgment given meyers own less than positive approach riley s work he
asserts makes no claims to be a history but instead treats the prophet
31
joseph smith as an example of abnormal psychology 1131
in his earlier writings meyer had repeatedly eschewed psychological analysis of history but
for his 1912 treatise he accepted and employed it the psychology of religion enjoyed great popularity on the continent and in america at this time
and meyer found it fascinating as a possible means of reading history 32
with all these limitations in mind let us turn to a brief examination of
some of meyers essential arguments and comparisons in his attempt to
link mormonism with islam
comparisons and analogies between mormonism and islam
meyer s account of the origins of mormonism echoes almost all the
well worn cliches from the anti mormon literature of his day subscribing
to riley s diagnosis of joseph smith as an epileptic and psychopath meyer
sees joseph s visions and revelations as examples of a self deluded deceiver
who lies and falsifies in order to manipulate others meyer denies categorically that the gold plates ever existed insists the three witnesses were
duped and maintains that joseph smith wrote the book of mormon
himself repeatedly he emphasizes joseph smiths low educational level
what he views as josephs general ignorance and the setting of religious
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fanaticism and mysticism as well as the semi barbaric circumstances in
which the prophet grew up in brief meyers historical account reports
nothing new or original about joseph smith or the origins of
ofmormonism
mormonism
what meyer apparently considered to be unique is his comparison between
mormonism and islam what follows is a synopsis of five of the major
points of analogy he makes between the two religions and their founders
at the outset meyer announces his project to be a study of the origins
ofmormonism
of
mormonism as a new unique religion of revelation which he claims
did not begin as a sect its development he asserts reveals surprising
analogies with islam and generates significant information that can be useful in understanding muhammad and his religion he quickly however
qualifies his apparent praise by saying that among revealed religions it
mormonism is one of the crudest indeed intellectually the lowest of
33
them all 1133
this he asserts is the basic factor underlying the mormon
attempt to rule the world Welt
herrschaft
weltherrschaft
1 world domination meyer asserts that weltherrschaftwas the intent
as it was for islam he notes for mormonism has in fact
of
ofmormonism
mormonism
always sought to rule the world even if unlike islam it has not achieved
this nevertheless it has been able to establish a theocratic empire with a
3334
1134
34
unique culture in the mountain west 3034
in describing the church s government in missouri he elaborates on this initial assertion
mormonism was to be a new religion for the entire world which appeared at
first in and for america
A fully independent theocratic organization
was the goal a church state
other churches were to make way for him
joseph smith and his group just as other sects were set aside by muhammad and islam to be at best allowed to continue as merely tolerated subjects
31
of the divine kingdom
kingdorn 35

among other things this analogy overlooks the fact that mormons
cormons
never embarked on military campaigns to propagate the faith or attempted
to establish the type of political hegemony that marked the first century of
islam s growth meyer ignores or overlooks the simple distinction between
building the kingdom of god through peaceful missionary efforts and
resorting at times to armed confrontation to establish political rule 36
though he qualifies his analogy by noting that by 1912 mormonism had
lost the original momentum that could have made it a world religion at
that time and that it had sunk to the level of a sect his original assertion
about mormonisms
Mormoni smss attempt to rule the world reveals the oversimplificamormonism
tion and contradiction also inherent in some of his other analogies
2 joseph smith and muhammad as prophets throughout his
account of the rise of mormonism meyer repeatedly interjects comparisons to muhammad and the origins of islam though he disdains that
prophet too he views him somewhat more favorably than joseph smith
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of many comparisons sprinkled through the
text after speaking of the cunning manipulative controlling behavior of
both men he summarizes
gives a flavor

we find these traits sometimes less developed sometimes more developed
in countless saints and miracle workers here too there is a pervasive sameness between muhammad and joseph smith but with smith it appears in
more grotesque raiment his manner is more cynical so that here the
prophet cannot be distinguished from the charlatan that is because he
belongs to a much lower social sphere than the arabian prophet and that
despite the external veneer of civilization his environment stood on a much
lower level than the knightly thinking aristocrats of mecca who moved in
loftier circumstances 37

sacred books at one point meyer says that without exaggeration
3338
1138
38
mormons the muhammadans
Muhammadans of america 1338
one can call cormons
he again uses
analogies to reinforce his assertion the most obvious being the existence of
and the two peoples relationship to their sacred books if god in his
infinite mercy gave his revelations to jews and christians in the form of a
bible how could he leave the noble arab people in ignorance and consign
them to hell the answer is that each prophet responded with revelations
for their own people muhammad with the quran joseph smith with
A bible for america
the book of mormon 39
meyer appears fascinated by joseph smitis
smiths cunning in creating the
fiction that the book of mormon was written on metallic plates which
meyer knew were common in ancient Mid
mideastern
eastern cultures but he does not
pursue the matter instead he addresses the relationship between believers
and their holy books by deprecating the literalness with which muslims and
mormons
Mor mons take the word of god as
christians alike and by implication cormons
revealed to them there 40 he also finds an analogy in the claims by both
prophets that their enemies had altered their words in joseph smitis
smiths case
with the missing 116 book of mormon manuscript pages given to martin
harris in muhammads case with biblical citations that were not found
3

in the bible 41
meyer also finds negative stylistic similarities between the book of
mormon doctrine and covenants and the quran each of which he finds
tedious and difficult to read again he reveals slightly more sympathy with
muhammad because the islamic prophet was more literate but the
qur
aur an like its mormon counterparts also bores him claiming the style
of the book of mormon to be clumsy monotonous in the extreme repeincoherent as one would expect it from a totally uneducated man
titious
who dictated it in a state of half sleep he calls the book ein machwerk
Machwerk an
untranslatable german word for a very bad book that can be a fraud a
concoction a fiction or a botched effort he concludes this assessment by
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far below the koran which is

already bad enough in terms of monotony and triviality no human
except a believer could find the strength to read the whole thing the book
3342
1342
1142
42
of mormon
mormon42
4 receiving revelation acknowledging that the book of mormon
does not profess to contain revelations to joseph smith meyer later shifts
his analogy to the doctrine and covenants which he calls the prophet
1143
43 its revelations serve meyer as another
joseph smiths koran 3143
major parallel between the two religions both prophets gave vivid accounts of the
process by which they received them muhammad among other means
by divine dictation from the angel gabriel joseph smith primarily by
angelic instruction or personal inspiration from god meyer downplays
joseph smiths description of the type of personal revelation described in
section 9 of the doctrine and covenants and claims it is nothing more
than that which we all experience with any effort of the mind geistige
gei stige
die selben see
lischen
seelischen
arbeit it is he says the same processes of the soul dieselben
vorgiinge experienced by zoroaster muhammad jeanne darc isaiah
vorgdnge
jeremiah and countless others who cast what arose from the depths of
their souls into words that gave the appearance of coming from god 44
meyer finds another analogy in the fact that each of the prophets saw their
revelations as a continuation of those emanating from old testament
prophets he notes that both muhammad and joseph smith considered

their revelations to be in perfect agreement with the older ones which they
were only continuing and supplementing all being the word of god 1445
in his determination to compare and equate the phenomenon of
divine revelation in both men he sometimes makes startling analogies his
assertion for example that joseph smiths
smitis first vision in which both god
the father and his son appeared to joseph is similar to the appearance
of an angel to muhammad as recorded in quran 53 and 81 46 although
both experiences involve the appearance of a heavenly being meyer s analogy
is nevertheless an example of procrustean stretching and lopping to fit a
preconceived template besides the obvious point that an angel is different
from god the father and the son joseph smith went to god with a specific
inquiry to which he received an answer according to meyer muhammad
who did not approach god and had no specific question in mind was not
even sure for a considerable period of time that he had seen or heard an
angel only later claims meyer through conversation with others did he
finally accept his experience as a divine manifestation 47
repeatedly within his analogies meyer contrasts joseph smiths
smith s unwavering certitude at what he experienced in seeing the father and the son or the
angel moroni or other heavenly messengers with muhammad s uncertainty
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his self doubt and his periods of depression as he attempted to find
expression for what he had experienced meyer does not like joseph
smiths certitude and when he weighs both prophets in the balance it is no
surprise that he finds joseph smith wanting just as he does isaiah jeremiah and ezekiel muhammad is meyer s kind of prophet because he is so
human so beset with doubt despair and emotional struggles after his
first vision muhammad told his wife that he feared he was either possessed
of the devil or had become a soothsayer or jinn inspired poet things which
411
48
he detested 481
these struggles stand in marked contrast to the steadfast certitude meyer sees in joseph smith
at one point meyer cites almost the entire ninth section of doctrine
and covenants his own translation to illustrate how joseph smith
received revelation from it meyer concludes probably never has a visionary or prophet portrayed so vividly what goes on within him as it happens
in this halting but completely intelligible language 49
49this
this comment however is in no way a compliment since meyer rejects the divine origin of this
and any other of joseph smiths revelations they arose from within the
soul of the writer who in turn passed them off as having divine origin
though he claims that muhammad s revelations developed in the same
manner he ranks them higher than joseph smiths because in his view
they are of somewhat higher poetic quality despite what meyer sees as
their repetition monotony and triviality
5 polygamy sensuality revelation meyer uses a simplistic form of
psycho religious analysis to deal with polygamy in islam and mormonism
psychoreligious
in brief he sees its basis in his belief that as joseph smith and muhammad
grew older their sexual drives became increasingly stronger they
responded to these urges by declaring the practice of plural wives to be a
how the sensuality of their sex
revelation from god it is well known
lives grew increasingly stronger and how the means of satisfying it then
50
manifest itself as a divine commandment 1150
calling doctrine and
covenants 132 the section on plural and eternal marriage a confused
flowing together of various biblical elements 51 meyer analyzes it at length
and then finds a curious and not totally coherent analogy between joseph
smith s revelation and muhammads justification of polygamy

thus he activated the revelatory apparatus for his marital crises and his sex
ual needs in the same way as muhammad did when justifying his favorite
wife aischa
fischa against the suspicion of adultery and put an end to the gossip by
imposing a punishment of 80 stripes for the accuser if he could not produce
four witnesses 52

meyer continues with a curious justification for the views of the two
prophets on plural marriage they were not conscious deceivers or
swindlery
swindlers
lers he claims for they truly believed that their secret thoughts and
swind
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feelings were grounded in divine revelation and that the revelatory apparatus was available to them to declare their thoughts as coming from god
As cynical as was the shamelessness with which muhammad and joseph
smith took care of their personal needs and their most intimate affairs of the
heart nevertheless it is not psychologically accurate in these and similar crass
cases to speak simply of public deception and conscious fraud for both it
was self understood that precisely their innermost thoughts and stirrings
of the heart were based on divine inspiration through long familiarity with

it the apparatus of revelation stood ready for use by either of them

53

accounting for differences in mormonism and islam
in his pursuit of analogies like those above meyer often fails to elaborate on or in some cases to mention differences at all singularly absent
from his account for example is at least one striking dissimilarity that
makes his analogy between polygamy in the seventh century arabian
peninsula and that in nineteenth century america problematic revelations to muhammad who was living in a polygamous society built on an
established practice of his own time and society on the other hand joseph
smiths revelations on the subject not only flew in the face of the institution
smitis
of marriage as understood and observed in america they radically challenged a view that had prevailed in christianity for nineteen hundred
years thus muhammad conformed to the prevailing social norms of his
day while joseph smith found himself in diametrical opposition to many
of them this is only one of many significant differences that meyer either
ignores or fails to recognize
intriguingly meyer acknowledges at the end of a chapter entitled
excursus the origin of islam and the first revelations of muhammad
that there are nevertheless many particular differences between the two
religions 54 he briefly lists more than a dozen of them 55 many of which if
explored in depth might have modified the analogies he sees his list of
practices and principles found in mormonism but not in islam registers
for example the belief in continuing revelation for the church through
joseph smith and later prophets the concept that personal revelation is
cormons
accessible to all mormons
Mormons the acceptance of the book of mormon as a
piece of scripture equal in status with the bible his observation that commandments found in latter day revelation are sometimes given more
mormons than commandments in the bible the commonplace
weight by cormons
nature of visions healings and other miracles or spiritual manifestations
which may be experienced by any member in daily life the distinction
between joseph smiths seeing god the father in a vision and muhammad s seeing an angel and the difference between joseph smith s possessing the gold plates translating them by means of the seer stones and
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returning them to an angel as opposed to muhammads never possessing
the book but writing only what the angel dictated to him from it using this
latter difference meyer again emphasizes that muhammads revelations
despite their monotony are on a higher level than joseph smiths because
I
at least in the older suras we sense something of the strength of a conviction occasionally even poetic verve that had been sorely won by intense
56
mental effort 1156
meyer concludes his catalogue of dissimilarities with another analogy
in which he compares the men whom joseph smith attracted to his new
religion with those muhammad initially won for his cause the former
meyer claims almost without exception belonged to the dregs of society
many of these especially the first disciples would later abandon him and
be cut off from the church by contrast muhammad won over intellectually prominent men of high social position such as abu bekr
bakr and omar
whom he was able to bind to himself in unshakable devotion in terms of
intellectual stature and strength of character claims meyer brigham
young could not hold a candle to omar just as joseph smith could not
remotely measure up to muhammad 57
this summary of dissimilarities reveals one of the major weaknesses of
meyers methodological approach to mormonism as a basis for understanding islam increasingly his work becomes a study in differences to
the degree that the dissimilarities disallow outweigh or severely qualify
and modify the perceived analogies one must ask how relevant the analogies are in the first place and what if any valid conclusions can be drawn
from them
1

11

conclusion

arnold H green and lawrence

P

goldrup examine two problems

common among the many writers who push analogies between joseph
smith and muhammad or between mormonism and islam they conclude
that such analogies almost invariably result in either gross simplifications
or outright errors meyer figures prominently in their analysis 58
though well disposed to meyer the historian albert henrichs also
points out that from a contemporary perspective meyer s use of historical
analogy is too restrictive and that it gives an inadequate total picture of
the subjects under consideration 59 he believes that meyer might have
found a more meaningful analogy in the life and works of joseph smith
and the revelatory religion of the third century prophet and seer mani the
manichaeanism 60 another religious movement that offers
founder of manicheanism
analogies perhaps more fruitful and meaningful than those with islam
would be the sixteenth century anabaptists in meyers homeland for what
ever reasons none of these seized his attention As was the case for many
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before and after meyer the lure of finding analogies between mormonism
and islam was too seductive As a result he overextended himself in a book
dubbed a bibliographic curiosity among his writings 61 it ranks as a
curiosity in the study of mormonism also because meyer is the only world
class historian who devoted a full length book to the study of that religion
and to a comparison between mormonism and islam
lacking in originality flawed in theory and methodology dated and
oversimplified or simply wrong in many ways meyer s origin and history
mormons could be conveniently viewed as playing an insignificant
of the cormons
role in historical circles for studies of islam this appears to be the case in
contrast to studies by other german scholars of the period whose works
are still used and cited today meyers book made no impact on near eastern or islamic studies at the time it appeared today it is rarely cited in
islamic studies and has been all but forgotten conversely and inconsistent with their dismissal of this work for purposes of islamic scholarship
researchers in german speaking countries today continue to cite this work
as an authoritative source on mormonism this derives in part from his
stature as a historian in part because of the paucity of reliable studies of
mormonism in europe but the disparaging tone of this work its conclusions based on inaccuracies and oversimplifications its failure to consult
adequate or relevant secondary literature its blatant biases and its flawed
theoretical and methodological approach have become a model for treatcormons that persists to this day in german speaking counment of the mormons
tries 62 in europe at least meyers legacy lives on
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propheten
albert henrichs alte und neue Propheten
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III
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beginnings of islam and christianity trans heinz F rahde and eugene seaich salt
lake city university of utah press 1961 while this is the only english translation
i
1

available it is so faulty and incomplete as to make it virtually useless beginning with
the title
titie for example the word Exkursen is rendered as reflections which is not the
tlde
tide
meaning of that word I1 have used the legitimate english term ex curses in all english
citations from meyer in the body of my article 1I cite page numbers from this translation
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so that readers might refer to it if they wish but 1I have reworked the translations to correspond more closely to the original german
4 much of the biographical information presented here is drawn from
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Propheten 183
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hill
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outline of literary history english and american new york odyssey 1936 18 italics
in original
joseph smith an american
17 arnold H green and lawrence P goldrup
muhammad an essay on the perils of historical analogy dialogue A journal ofmor
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mormons
meyer origin and history of the cormons
Mor
mons iv
cormons
Mor mons v
31 meyer origin and history of the mormons
32 william james classified joseph smith and muhammad as examples of an
exalted sensibility in whom inspiration had become second nature while there is no
evidence that meyer knew or read fames
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detachment or sympathy james showed william james the varieties of ofreligious
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